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Margaret MeadeExplores Problems 
Blocking Roads To Modern Utopia
For First Time In History 
'Love Thy Neighbor' Becomes 
Necessity To World's Peoples
Need New Ethic
Work In Humanistic Science 
May Prove W ay To Survival
By Irving Rothstein
N. H. Hall was the setting last week 
for Margaret Meade’s hour-length search 
for Utopia. For those people who ex­
pected Mrs. Meade to formulate a clever 
scheme for a “ Brave New World” , the, 
search may have been unsuccessful. Mrs. 
Meade did, however, in a lovely, dis­
organized way, pin down the main prob­
lems involved in establishing a World 
Community.
These problems are mostly new. Man 
has been successful in devising solutions 
up to now. But today, for the first time 
in history, a prophet of Doom can say 
that the next war will completely destroy 
the world and he may be right. Our 
knowledge of the world is complete (geo­
graphically). There is no place to hide. 
“What man thinks is a condition of hu­
man survival.”
Past Utopias 
In the past more Utopias have been 
attempts to change peoples to the re­
former’s ideals. For example, a fat man 
decides that being thin makes people 
happy, so he conceives a Utopia inhabited 
only by thin people. This just won’t do 
for the world. There are too many fat 
people who won’t fit.
Alas, we have to think of something 
new, but we don’t have to be prophets, 
or reformers or even contractors to build 
a new world, all we have to do is reflect 
back to the time when we were primitive 
peoples. We were that, you know. (Just 
ask a Phi Mu Deltan).
Still Dependent 
At one time we were dependent upon 
our next door neighbor for, let us say 
as an example, transportation. He was an 
expert canoist; we couldn’t canoe, so he 
took us where we wanted to go, and' in 
turn we gave him a lollypop, as we 
were the community’s candy makers. We 
are dependent on our neighbor even to­
day but today we are not dependent pn 
him for a canoe, we are dependent on him 
for life.Now, eyery man, must be our 
brother, be he black, yellow or wear 
a black leather jacket.
Modern technology has shrunk the 
world, the horse and hatchet have been 
replaced by rockets and radiation. Tech­
nical science has improved our lot ma­
terially. It is time for us to take an in­
terest in humanistic sciences.
Interview Results 
Let me interject some of the thoughts 
Mrs. Meade expressed in the short in­
terview I had with her:
Question: “What do you think of the 
problem of discrimination in the South?” 
Her answer ran as follows: I refuse 
to answer that question, as far as I am 
concerned there is no discrimination prob­
lem in the South; there is a problem 
in the United States. In every section 
of this country there is a discrimination 
problem. If it isn't the negro, it is the 
Japanese, or the Mexican, the Jew, the 
Catholic,’ the Protestant, etc. People have 
a tendency to look across the fence and 
say: “Well, well, Mrs. Smith your laun­
dry is dirty,” and then look for a clean 
spot on their handkerchiefs with which to 
wipe their noses.
Lack Understanding 
When asked about our technological 
(continued on page 8)
Educated Woman's Role 
Outlined by Mrs. Meade 
Two Roles Played By Women 
In Modern American Society 
Need College Training
Margaret Meade spoke to university 
women Thursday, Nov. 6 on the subject, 
“The Role of the Educated Woman in 
Modern American Society” . The eve­
ning’s program, scheduled at 8 :30 p.m. 
in North Congreve, consisted of a lec­
ture, followed by an informal discussion 
period. A refreshment period where those 
attending the talk were given a chance 
to meet Mrs. Meade concluded the eve- 
ning.
Mortar Board, Panhellenic Council, and 
Women’s Inter-Dormitory Council spon­
sored Mrs. Meade.
Two roles for the modern American 
woman to play were suggested by Mrs. 
Meade. She should be able to train the 
minds of her own children and she should 
prepare herself for a career fourteen to 
sixteen years after college.
Primary Concern 
Marriage, Mrs. Meade felt was the 
primary consideration of every Ameri­
can woman educated or otherwise. The 
main question was how was a woman 
to remain intellectually alert while rais­
ing four children.
The educated woman could orient the 
next generation by training her own 
children before they go off to school. 
Another effective way of employing her 
education would be to prepare in college 
for a career later in life. She would con­
sider beginning a career after the children 
were in school.
Mrs. Meade then asked for questions 
on the womens’ two roles. Discussion was 
then held on the evening’s topic.
Student Body Elect 
Neander-Tall As 
This Year s Mayor
By Andrea Viano
After a week of tense and excited 
campaigning, Phi Mu Delta’s Neander- 
Tall, portrayed by Roger Duford, was 
elected the new Mayor of Durham on 
Friday night at New Hampshire Hall.
The skits on Tuesday and Wednes­
day noon were supplemented by sev­
eral parades and a great deal of Pub­
licity. Of all the oarades, perhaps that 
of Phi Mu Delta’s was the most spec­
tacular. The torchlight parade consist­
ed of cavewomen from Chi Omega, 
cavemen from Phi Mu Delta, a band 
from Pi Kappa Alpha, and a mammoth 
dinosaur of about 43’ in length and 
about 15’ in height.
The costumes of all the candidates 
wTere quite ingenious. Caesar and his 
Romans were clothed in togas and 
armor. Prince Violent and his knights 
were attired in authentic as well as 
homemade armor, wereas the la ^ s  
in waiting to the Prince were dressed 
in bright costumes typical of the me­
dieval period.
Wade the Blade was in white and 
the Florence Nightgown gals wore 
trenchcoats with arm bands and badges 
signifying their position. Neander-Tall 
and his cavemen and cavewomen were 
outfitted in furs, leopard skins, and bu~- 
lap bags.
Friday night’s show at New Hamp­
shire Hall was a colorful spectacle. The 
(continued on page 8)
Blue And White Series Presents 
World Famous Beaux Arts Trio
Freshman Camp Directors 
Seek Undergrad Assistants
Co-Directors of the 1959 Freshman 
Camp, Bill Fuller and Carolyn Musser 
announce that all undergraduates of this 
University are invited to apply for a 
position on the 1959 Freshman Camp 
eounselorship staff during the week of 
November 17-21.
Application forms will be available in 
the Christian Association office, Room 
206, New Hampshire Hall. Applicants 
will be selected by the Executive Staff 
with the approval of the Policy Board 
after a personal interview with each in­
terested student.
Being a counselor has proven to be a 
wonderfully rewarding experience and all 
students are urged to consider this oppor­
tunity.
The Beaux Arts Trio
Famous Philosopher Of Science 
Speaks On Galileo’s Background
Neander-Tall or Rog Duford, put up for Mayor by Phi Mu Delta is here 
giving a platform speech at one of the noon time performances. Elected Mayor 
of Durham Friday evening, Duford and his supporters appeared at half time 
during the New Hampshire-Springfield game. (Photo by Purdy)
Delegates Confer On Traits 
Of Good Leaders; Experts 
Observe and Critize
By Nancy Wales
This Saturday, at 12:30 p.m., about 
eighty students will leave T-Hall for 
the annual Rolling Ridge Leadership 
Conference, to be held at North An­
dover Mass.
The offifficial beginning for the Con­
ference has been set for 2:30 p.m. At 
this time, our campus leaders will con­
sider into these three topics: The Lea­
der and His Personal Attributes; Mem­
bership within a Group, and Working 
Effectively with Committees.
BU Personnel Participates
Planning the conference behind the 
scenes has been Kenneth D. Benne, 
head of the Human Relations Center at 
Boston University. His staff includes 
Warren G. Bennis, the Senior Research 
Associate of the Center.
Richard Burke, the actual chairman 
at the Conference, will be assisted by 
a group of graduate students from BU. 
These students will give lectures, con­
duct role-playing, and lead discussions 
in each of the three topics mentioned.
This Conference is a follow-up of 
one held las( year at the Memorial 
Union Building and directed by Dr. 
Jack Gibb of Delaware. However, this 
year’s delegates need not have attend­
ed the 1957 conference. The BU plan­
ners have worked with Dr. Gibb, es­
pecially at a summer training program 
in northern New England.
Campus Manners Appraised
While New Hampshire students do 
all the work, the “ outsiders” will ob­
serve and try to gain an insight into 
the atmosphere of our campus. It is 
anticipated that a resume of the char­
acteristics of this University’s student 
body will be given at the close of the 
conference.
Conferences such as this one are 
designed to assist student organizations 
“ in introducing consideration of human 
relations problems and issues into their 
programs and in improving the human 
relations aspects of the ways in which 
these organizaztions operate in relation 
to their membership” . This is part of 
the Center’s instruction and community 
service program.
Representatives of the University’s 
student body working with the Boston 
University graduate students in plan­
ning the conference are: Roger
Thomas, Claire Karpinski, Nancy W al­
ton, Carolyn Smalley, Alice Viano, 
Corrine Carpentier, Leon Parker, and 
Cliff Clarke.
Daniel Guilet, Menahem Pressler,
  I
And Bernard Greenhouse Appear
European Training Contributed 
To Trio’s Musical Background
By John Marr, Jr.
The Beaux Arts Trio will perform at their artistic abilities to a larger audi- 
New Hampshire Hall, Tuesday evening, ence. They made their public debut in 
November 18, at 8:00 p.m. July 1955. During the following season
At first organized only informally as they covered over 50 engagements, 
a trio, Daniel Guilet. Bernard Green- Daniel Guilet is a famous soloist and 
house, and Menahem Pressler were final- chamber musician. Born in France, he at- 
ly persuaded to present the results of _ tended the National Conservatoire in
‘ Paris, studying and playing public per­
formances with Jacques Thibaud and 
Georges Enesco. He made guest appear­
ances with major orchestras and played 
as a member of chamber music groups 
before he came to the U.S. in 1941. 
Many Recitals 
Daniel Guilet has given recitals in all 
the major cities in the U.S., recorded for 
Concert Hall, Vox and Columbia records, 
and has been recognized as one of the 
finest soloists of our time. He plays the 
beautiful “Earl of Darnley” Stradivarius.
Bernard Greenhouse captured the at­
tention of the music world when he made 
a 1946 Town Hall debut. Formerly a 
fellowship student of Juilliard, he went to 
Europe in 1946 for an audition with Pablo 
Casals which resulted in two years of 
study with the great Spanish master.
Since then, Greenhouse has won the 
reputation of being one of the major in­
terpreters on his instrument. He made 
appearances in most of the major cities 
in Europe and America in recital, with 
orohestra, with chamber music ensem­
bles, and with recordings for Columbia, 
RCA Victor, and Concert Hall. He plays 
the famous “Visconti” Stradivarius cello. 
German Born 
The brilliant, young Palestinian pian­
ist, Menahem Pressler, was born in Mag­
deburg, Germany. He fled to Israel with 
his family when Hitler came into power. 
He began his career in Israel and be­
came internationally famous when he won 
the Debussy prize at the age of 17 in 
San Francisco.
Pressler has appeared with such or­
chestras as the New York Philharmonic, 
Cleveland Orchestra, Indianapolis Sym­
phony, and many others. Pressler has 
also recorded for MGM records. Now 
his appearances here and in Europe are 
alternated with his Beaux Arts Trio en­
gagements.
_ This Blue and White Series presenta­
tion has an admission charge of $2.00.
By Anne Barbeau
The visit of Giorgio Di Santillana 
to our campus tonight would seem to 
indicate rather forcefully that this Uni­
versity is keeping in step with the 
times. According to Cecil J. Schneer 
of the Geology Department, ours is an 
age marked by a gradual swell of in­
terest in the history of the philosophy 
of science, and Dr. Di Santillana is 
one of the recognized experts in this 
field.
This evening’s lecture, which will be­
gin at 8:00 in the Stafford Room of 
the Memorial Union, concerns the 
great Renaissance scientist Galileo. 
This is a subject on which Dr. Di San­
tillana has done special research and 
written two books, namely, Galileo’s Di­
alogues of the Great World Systems and 
The Crime of Galileo.
Mr. Schneer points out that in his 
study of Galileo’s crime, Dr. Di Santil­
lana has summarized all the pertinent 
work of modern scholars and has prob­
ed into the now-open Vatican archives. 
'He concludes that merf like Di Santil­
lana have “ a better grasp of the situa­
tion” that the contemporaries of Gali­
leo and Galileo himself; these were, 
after all —  and the Pope included — 
victims of a forged document.
Denounces Police State
This forged document, which harm­
ed Galileo’s case before the Inquisitors 
in 1633, illustrates one of Dr. Di Santil- 
lana’s basic contentions: that in a po­
lice state the masters as well as the 
'underlings are victimized by the spy-
In view of this theory, it is perhaps 
(continued on page 8)
Official Notices
A ll students are responsible for knowledge 
o f notices appearing here.
Absence Before and After Holi­
day. A  student absent from a class 
in the 24-hour period either before 
or after a holiday is subject to a $5 
fine. If absent both before and after, 
the fine is $10. (See Rule 10.17.)
The Thanksgiving recess begins 
at 12:30 p.m. on Wednesday, Nov­
ember 26, and ends at 8 a..m. on 
Monday, December 1.
Screening Tests for Education 58 
will be held on Tuesday, November 
18, from 2 to 5 p.m., in Murkland 14.
Admission to Basketball Games. 
Undergraduate students will be ad­
mitted to all home basketball games 
this coming season, without pay­
ment of the admission charge, upon 
presentation of their ID  Cards to 
the ticket taker at the Field House. 
The admission price without the ID 
Card will be $1 per game.
Soccer Teams Play
The International Student Associ­
ation sponsored Soccer Club, will 
meet the Manchester United here on 
Campus at 2 :00 p.m. Sunday, No­
vember 16th at the Athletic Feld. The 
TSA Soccer Club which has won two 
previous games will be playing its 
third game against the Manchester 
United.
All are cordially invited to come and 
cheer the players on.
Scandinavia Opens 
Doors To Students 
In Study Program
By Carole Sofronas
“ . . . a new language, a new culture, 
another aspect of man's history. . .” 
From this quote you can sense the in­
tellectual content of the Scandinavian 
Seminar. As a member of this seminar 
you will be exposed to new ways of 
learning^ sharing in the daily lives of 
families in the country of your choice; 
the “natural” process of learning a lang­
uage and becoming a student at a folke- 
hojskole.
A Year in Scandinavia
Those eligible for this seminar are 
college graduates and undergraduates who 
wish to take their junior years abroad. 
If you are accepted you will meet at a 
reception in New York prior to sailing. 
Once in Scandinavia you will be given the 
opportunity to participate in the home 
life of two Scandinavian families for a 
month at each residence. Homes are se­
lected according to special interests. 
While there, no English will be spoken, 
thus helping you to gain a better insight 
into the life of the people and learning 
the language more quickly and naturally 
than any other way. Two or three short 
courses will be held in Denmark, Norway, 
and Sweden for the Seminar members in 
each of these countries. These courses 
will alternate with the family stays.
(continued on page 8)
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Veteran s Corner
Veterans Administration today ex­
plained to veterans that compensation 
payments for service-connected disabili­
ties may be allowed retroactively to one 
of three different dates.
Richard F. Welch, Manager of the 
V A  Regional Office in Manchester, said 
the dates are determined by three differ­
ent sets of circumstances, with the date 
application for compensation is filed being 
a factor in each case. He listed the dates 
as follows:
1. If the veteran files his application 
within a year from the date of his re­
lease from active service, and if V A  
find the service-connected disability was 
severe enough at separation to be com­
pensable, payment may be made retro­
active to the day following his release.
2. If the veteran files application 
within a year from the date of his re­
lease, but his disability was not severe 
enough at release to be compensable, 
pavments may not be made for periods 
earlier than the date the evidence 
shows the disability became severe 
enough to be compensable.
3. If the veteran files his application 
later than one year after release, pay­
ments may be made, retroactive to the 
date of filing.
This does not mean there is a time 
limit for filing. Veterans may apply 
for disability compensation at any time 
during their lives.
Compensation may be paid monthly 
to veterans who have disabilities which 
are determined to have been incurred 
in or aggravated by service in the 
armed forces during either peacetime 
or wartime.
The peacetime rate is 80 percent of 
the wartime rate unless the disability 
resulted from extra-hazardous service, 
in which case the wartime rate may 
apply.
MEADER'S FLOWER SHOP
CORSAGES OUR SPECIALTY 
10 Third Street 
Telephone Dover SH 2-1165
i Religious News 
Rev. Linenan, S. J., Speaker 
On "Operation-Deepfreeze"
Canterbury Club
Familiar words at Canterbury these 
past couple of weeks are “ Campus 
gods” . There is no lack of these gods, 
and at last they are coming into the 
open to be recognized and approached 
with meaning. Last week the members 
divided into discussion groups and 
taking one god considered its action 
and meaning in the Christian life. Then 
everyone came back and the represen­
tatives of the groups formed a panel 
for questions and general discussion.
Hillel
This evening at 7 :30 p.m. Hillel is 
going to have a guest speaker, Greta 
Tuwie, Vice Consul of Israel in New 
York City. Everyone is welcome.
Other events for the month include 
a night of bowling and a Sunday 
brunch.
Newman Club
“ Operation Deepfreeze-1957” will be 
the subject of an illustrated lecture by 
Reverend Daniel Linehan, S.J., chair­
man of the department of Geophysics 
at Boston College and director of the 
W eston College Seismological Obser­
vatory. The lecture to which everyone 
is invited is sponsored by the Newman 
Club at 7 p.m. in the Thomas More 
church hall.
Father Linehan
Father Linehan, an Antarctic ex­
plorer, has been a member of several 
U.S. Navy expeditions to the frozen 
continent. The activities of the latest 
expedition were focused on the inter­
national geophysical year.
Father Linehan has the distinction 
of being one of the first five men to 
circumnavigate the continent and his 
intensive research studies of glaciology 
and seismology have aided further ex­
ploration. A  member of numerous 
scientific societies, he has served as 
consulting geophysist for the U. S. 
Weather Bureau, the U. S. Navy, the 
U. S. Army engineers, and the U. S. 
1 Coast and Geodetic Survey on Earth­
quakes.
JOHN FORD'S
THE LAST HURRAH G-Î OOTVEirsTG- ELECTRONICS
Spencer Tracy 
Jeffrey Hunter _______ Pat O 'Brien
w thru Tues., Nov 18
The Big Picture with the 
Big Story and the Big Cast!
Manager Of “Franklin” Reveals 
His Theater’s Traditional Policy
By Dick Weston
The best movies are coming your way 
at the Franklin Theater, a campus fix­
ture for the past thirty-five years. The 
Franklin was founded by the father of 
William H. Davidson, the present man­
ager, at the same time that the Uni­
versity of New Hampshire came into be­
ing. The Davidson family has a long 
tradition of catering to New Hampshire 
university students. Back in 1915 they 
started the original Nugget Theater in 
Hanover.
Mr. Davidson was born and raised in 
Hanover, and graduated from St. Lawr­
ence University in 1955. The next two 
years were spent in the army, and after 
his discharge, Mr. Davidson came to 
Durham to manage the Franklin.
The movie business, he says; has some 
funny angles. Film distribution is set 
up so that the Franklin cannot show a 
movie until 7 to 14 days after it has 
has played in Portsmouth and Dover. To 
complicate this problem, many “big” fea­
tures are shown only at advanced prices 
for several months after their release. 
The Franklin’s policy of adhering strict­
ly to a sixty-cent admission means an 
additional wait before it can bring these 
movies to Durham.
However, Mr. Davidson feels that this 





M O NDA Y THROUGH SATURDAY 
8:30 a.m. until 5:30 p.m.
LAUNDERMAT
43 Main St. Durham, N . H.
r O L O N I A I
Portsmouth GE 6-2605
business, because, as he says, “You may 
be able to see them a little sooner else­
where, but you can’t see them anywhere 
at a lower price.” The only exception he 
is making this year is “The Bolshoi 
Ballet” , a movie of special interest which 
is playing exclusively at advanced prices.
Other special events at the Franklin 
this year include a repeat of the very 
popular Revival Week in March. If you 
would like to see again one of your 
favorite' movies, this is your chance. Tell 
Mr. Davidson about it, and he will try 
to include it in the week’s program. Com­
ing up in December is a Shakespeare 
Festival, which will include some of the 
outstanding films based on that great 
poet’s plays. Starting in November, Tues­
day and Wednesday evenings will be “Mr. 
Magoo Nights” , with a different Magoo 
cartoon shown every week.
Along with the best in popular films, 
Mr. Davidson has booked several movies 
of unusual interest for the coming year. 
These include: “ Time of Desire” , a Swe­
dish film on a subject never before 
treated in the movies: “All at Sea” , a 
new Alec Guiness comedy; “ The One 
That Got Away” , a true story about the 
only German PO W  to escape in North 
America; and reruns of “ From Here to 
Eternity” and “ 1984”. All these will be 
shown under the Franklin policy of the 
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In the spring of 1958, the honor sys­
tem was put into effect in Smith Hall. 
At this time, upper class girls from 
all the dormitories were given the op­
portunity to sign up for their 1958-59' 
residence in New Hall which was put 
on the honor system. New Hall was 
preferred to the older buildings since 
upper classmen who did not favor the 
honor system would not have to move.
Smith and New Halls have the same 
rules and regulations as the other five 
women’s dormitories. But the method 
by which these rules are enforced and 
the infractions reported differs consid­
erably.
If a girl fails to sign herself out, it 
is up to her to put a note in the presi­
dent’s box. No one checks to see whe­
ther she has taken more than one 
eleven o ’clock during the week.
When a girl receives a quiet warning, 
she is on her honor to put it in the 
president’s box. In Smith Hall, the 
only cases which appear before the 
“house council are those for which* notes 
were left. The council takes such ac­
tion as it feels necessary.
A  girl may be required to go directly 
to her room when she enters the build­
ing if she has disregarded quiet rules. 
The Council feels justified in giving 
such punishments until the guilty stu­
dent has learned to think of other peo­
ple’s convenience.
Reporting on Others Required
The honor system is a dual one. T o 
illustrate: if a girl notices that another 
student has broken a rule, it is up to the 
girl to try to persuade the student to 
report herself. If she is unwilling to 
do so, it is necessary for the witness 
to report' her to the Council.
According to Dean McKoane, the 
honor system is working: satisfactorily 
and the girls in both dormitories like 
it. She said that other girl’s halls, if 
they request it, may be allowed to 
adopt this system.
One girl to another: “ W e had an 
awful time. I had on my new Angora 
sweater, _ and he was wearing a blue 
serge suit.”
Coming! FROM EARTH TO M O O N
Fri.-Tues. Nov. 14-18
IN LOVE AND WAR
Starring
Rubert W agner Dana W in te r
Wed.-Thurs. Nov. 19-20
THE FIEND W HO WALKED 
THE WEST
Hugh O 'Brien Robert Evans
DESERT HELL
Fri.-Sat. Nov. 21-22
FROM EARTH TO THE 
M OON
Joseph Cotton Debra Paget
E. M . LOEW'SCIVIC
THEATRE 
Portsmouth, N. H. GE 6-5710
Now-Tues. Nov. 18
IN LOVE AND WAR
cinemascope and color 
Starring
Robert W agner 
AT 1:30, 5:00, 8:30
DOCTOR AT LARGE 
in color
AT 3:30, 7:10
Starts W ed. Nov. 19
THE BADLANDERS
AND
TARZAN'S FIGHT FOR LIFE
T H E  N E W  H A M P SH IR E , N O V E M B E R  13, 1958 P A G E  T H R E E
The following speech was given by 
Mr. John O’Reilly, of the Department 
of The Arts, at the Honor’s Reception 
•on October 29th, 1958.
“ This past summer I spent some time 
looking at magazine and newspaper pho 
tographs of the German concentration 
camp atrocities of World War II. 
wanted to find some that would clarify 
certain points in my class lectures about 
modern art. When I say in class that 
the Germans annihilated 6,000,000 Jews, 
this remains abstract; but a picture of 
a pile of 3,000 bodies would get the point 
across.
“ In looking at the photographs of 
people burned and machine-gunned to 
death three or four days before they 
would have been liberated, I was struck 
with the horror appropriate to a rational 
indictment of evil, waste and immorality. 
My emotion was attached to rationality, 
however, and not reality; attached to 
idea, but not to man.
“Not until I turned the pictures side­
ways and upside-down did the full horror 
strike me. Out of the smoldering mass of 
bodies, individuals began to emerge as 
human beings. They left the abstract of 
It-ness and became themselves and my­
self. In a way death gave each one an 
existence and made me conscious of my 
own. The realization that we are all 
destined to annihilation was stronger than 
ever before because of the terrible futili­
ty, waste and sensed incompleteness 
associated with these forced deaths. See­
ing the victims and myself as one in­
completeness, unrealized' persons, I re­
called the end of Hopkins’ tragic sonnet 
where he calls to God, ‘. . . Birds build- 
but not I build; no, but strain Times 
eunuch, and not breed one work that 
wakes.’
“Hopkins has sensed the void that is 
life and_ expressed it in this symbol. 
This void can only be seen after the 
recognition, on the level of felt experi­
ence, of death as the termination of ex­
istence. The recognition gives to all life 
a tragic sense. I will use the word tragic 
in two ways. First, a Webster definition: 
“ subjection to extreme and protracted 
suffering.” Secondly the idea of hopeless­
ness.
“Life is tragic because its every sue-
John O’Reilly Speaks At The Honor’s Reception
cessive breath is a step to its opposi­
te. We were created without our con­
sent. We exist for a period of time with 
the realization that if we bad never been, 
no one would have known or cared. And 
then we cease to exist. This view of life 
is one of experience minus ideological 
antidotes. It presents death as a raw 
thing _— a physical fact — that we spend 
our lives avoiding. The thing we finally 
have to face alone, as Ivan Ilyitch did, 
while the rest of men sing and dance un­
comprehending until their turn comes, as 
it always must. The realization is the 
price we must pay if we are going to be 
aware of ourselves.
“Despite the death avoidance beliefs 
that have been the products of the civil­
izations of the past,'the creative men of 
all times, those dealing with the mystery 
of existence, have found and exposed 
life as tragic in their creations. Since the 
beginning of our century this awareness 
of death and the tragic sense of life has 
become a theme of existential philosophy 
and the major factor in the■ iconography 
of the great works of art that are record­
ing our time span. The artists ask us 
to face death,_ the void, nothingness and 
then, with this sensed, to feel life, to 
exist.
“We are strange creatures with tragic 
existences because of our mind’s aware­
ness of our aliveness. For the moft part, 
however, we have thrust life awareness 
into our unconscious. W e have used our 
reasoning powers to build a technological- 
ideological world, the complexity of 
which keeps us unaware of existence and 
conscious only of our itness value to and 
for society.
“ Today, regardless of which way we 
turn,_ we seem to be confronted by an 
irrational world. We have confused our 
situation and frustrated ourselves by at­
tempting to meet this world'with ration­
al or mythological answers. The aware­
ness of _ existence is going to demand ir- 
rationality_ and our overinsistence on rea­
son has, in its turn, involved us in a 
dilemma. This is our current world sit­
uation. The fact that we live in a world 
of extraordinary tensions has been em­
phasized time and again — perhaps too 
often. But the fact seems to remain and 
makes the issue unavoidable. I would like 
to discuss the situation and our means of 
confronting the situation irrationally as
both an error and as an old, but seldom 
practiced, solution.
“Our overemphasis on rational thought, 
our divorce of mind from life, came into 
being to relieve- us of the sting of death 
through a search for absolute truth. It 
was an effort to alleviate the obvious 
hardships and sufferings of daily living 
by means of technological achievements. 
W e are now involved in a paradoxical 
situation. We have brought ourselves 
back to where we started. This might 
be the greatest accomplishment of the 
twentieth * century. In our , search for 
panaceas we developed nuclear weapons, 
and_ hazards of radio-active fall-out in 
addition to subverting our reasoned ab­
solutes. We have managed, while run­
ning from death, to develop a situation 
and the stuff that threatens the extinction 
of the human race. Despite the warnings 
of responsible thinkers of our age, Ein­
stein, Pauling, Schweitzer and Picasso, 
we continue toying with our own doom 
as if we were in a dream. Even if we 
manage to avoid nuclear destruction, 
there is_ always the horrible possibility 
that rational thought, misused, will des­
troy us as humans, and man will find 
himself an automation in a collective ab­
solute.
“ Most of us in fear of death and our 
current predicament have established an 
attachment to the surface beliefs of life. 
We are the human products of an age 
that was exposed for destruction the 
mythologies of the past and that has, at 
the same time, shown the possibilities for 
the future through unbelievably rapid 
scientific achievements. Rational thought 
has stripped> us of belief structures and 
clothed us with material comforts. Reason 
in the East and in the West has given, or 
promised to give, man a sense of physi­
cal security but not one of belief securi­
ty. Death and the scientific-political mud­
dle we face today are challenging, not 
a belief or ideology structure, but rather 
a strange attachment to materialism.
“ Blind to this situation and despite 
what reason has suggested, we go ahead 
and create partial beliefs or resurrect 
beliefs of the past and then rationalize 
them into either absolute truths or, even 
more dangerous, into expedient truths. 
These beliefs are substituted for nothing­
ness in a last ditch effort to avoid a life 
commitment. Once the dependence on be­
lief becomes strong it is easy to forget 
that life is a process of constant trans­
formation. Today we and our leaders cling 
to yesterday’s truths and yesterday’s 
formulas. The resultant stabilization in 
one area, the political, results in brink­
manship _ with the probability of disaster. 
Concerning this point, Bertrand Russell 
has referred to both Khruschev and 
Dulles as “ rival fanatics” involved in this 
irrational attachment to out-moded ra­
tional formula.
“Accompanying the great achievement 
of reason, the destruction of absolutes, 
has been the recognition of the irra­
tional _— freedom. Men today, instead of 
accepting a total commitment to this free­
dom, find themselves making rational ab­
solutes out of fragmentary concepts of 
it. Both sides in the current ideological 
struggle make these absolutes a major 
part of their belief doctrine: The West 
as the core of their ideology; the East 
as a major part of theirs. The limited 
conception of freedom in the West is 
one of Of-ness, meaning of opportunity. 
This opportunity, in its turn, stands for 
material security in both the technologi­
cal and the ego sense. The East endows 
freedom with From-ness, meaning from 
exploitation — security from those who 
are anti-ideology. Neither practices or 
recognizes a complete freedom, freedom 
as defined by Sartre, ‘Man is free, man 
is freedom.’ This is the full and frighten­
ing concept of freedom which gives each 
man total responsibility for everything he 
does. This requires an attachment to life, 
not a clinging to beliefs which are things.
“The defense of these two rival sur­
face freedom constructs has necessitated 
a collectivization of society in both the 
ideological and technological spheres. 
This collectivizing force has stressed us 
as things, to be dealt with as indiscrim­
inately by the absolute we live under, 
while ignoring ourselves as human ex­
istences. In our status as things we ob­
viously are catagorized with things that 
are things, and these things in turn are 
given thingness priority over us when the 
defense of our belief necessitates. It is 
more important to make a guided missile 
than to educate things, more important to 
get to the moon first than to feed great 
masses of things in Asia and Africa, 
and in our own educational system, be­
coming more important to mold teehni-
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Systems in the _A_ir
The march o f  electronics into the Space Age is being quickened 
as a result o f  Hughes work in airborne electronics systems.
One such development is the Hughes Electronic Arma­
ment System, which pilots high-speed jet interceptors to 
enemy targets, launching Hughes air-to-air guided missiles, 
and flies the plane home. Even more sophisticated Electronic 
Armament Systems completely outstrip those presently re­
leased for publication.
Working on space satellites, Hughes engineers are active 
in the preliminary design o f  guidance and control systems, 
communication and telemetry systems, sensing devices using 
infrared, optical and radar techniques.
Information resulting from Hughes study in the fields o f  
air-to-air and ballistic guided missiles is presently paying 
dividends into the fund o f  space knowledge.
Hughes engineers have developed space hardware using 
high-reliability wire wrapping to replace soldered connec­
tions and miniaturized “ cordwood”  circuit modules to al­
low  high component density.
The advanced nature o f  Hughes electronic systems—in 
the air, on the ground, and for industry—provides an ideal 
growth environment for the graduating or experienced 
engineer interested in building rewarding, long-range pro­
fessional stature.
Data Processors, which m onitor hundreds o f  aircraft and store the 
in fo rm ation  fo r  h igh-speed  assignm ent o f  defense weapons, 
comprise one part o f  an advanced Hughes ground defense system.
Members of our staff will conduct
CAMPUS INTERVIEWS
F E B R U A R Y  1 9  
For interview appointment or informational literature 
consult your College Placement Director.
Capacitors which provide fo r electrical, rather than mechanical 
tuning o f  circuits, are being produced by Hughes Products, the 
commercial activity o f Hughes.
the (Vest’s leader in advanced electronics 
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cians than creators — all in the name 
of security.
“Albert Einstein, commenting on se­
curity, once wrote, ‘I have never looked 
upon ease and happiness as ends in them­
selves, this ethical basis I call the ideal 
of a pigsty. . And ‘The trite objects 
of human efforts — possessions, outward 
success, luxury — have always seem to 
me contemptible.’
“To know that one is responsible for 
this pigsty existence is an icy thought 
to contend with, so we generally run fur­
ther _ from our freedom and grant de­
terminism or the irrational as rationally 
conceived, the power of an additional ab­
solute. The revelations of a Freud or a 
Marx, concerning our past and the cult­
ures past, should have helped us untangle 
ourselves from this kind of situation. We 
tend to stabilize their ideas, however, 
rather than use them to get beyond the 
limited freedom that they offer. As a 
result, just as the Marxist drifts with 
determinism, the scientist and technician 
drifts with an absolute science belief in­
to the creation of the means of man’s 
total destruction. _ Man, as thing, is left 
to _ fate in both instances and is led by 
guilt into ruthlessness.
_ “Henry Miller referring to us, our 
situation and determinism in The Air- 
Conditioned Nightmare said:
“ We tell the story as though man were 
an innocent victim, a helpless participant 
in the erratic and unpredictable revolu­
tions of nature. But not any longer. What­
ever happens to this earth today is of 
man’s doing. Man has demonstrated that 
be is master of everything except his 
own nature. If yesterday he was a child 
of nature, today he is a responsible crea­
ture. He has_ reached a point of con­
sciousness which permits him to lie to 
himself no longer. Destruction now is 
deliberate, voluntary, self-induced.’
“We are ridden with guilt because of 
our refusal to make, the choice between 
freedom or belief security. This guilt- 
fear makes most of us accept the quality 
of a thing in addition to the quantity tag 
that goes with the designation. W e are 
guilty, through fear, of making each 
other into a tool.
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To The Queen Bee
The Editorial which appeared in this paper last week under the 
title “ Class Council” seems to have stirred up a bit of a bee’s nest, 
if the ‘ letters’ column is any indication. Actually, we can discount 
the Public Relations Committee’s letter as it really does not have 
too much to do with the main issue; we can discard Mr. H oeh’s 
letter as he doesn’t say anything that the remaining letter doesn’t, 
only more clearly. And this brings us, dear hearts, to that long, 
sprawling, vague, cluttered epistle signed by Mr. Northridge, Miss 
W agner and Mr. Watman, the Queen Bee of the host.
This IS Mr. W atm an’s letter, dear hearts. Miss W agner is too 
articulate and precise for such ramblings. It was written in anger, 
and, much more perhaps, would have been accomplished if he had 
left it unwritten. The letter is ‘ vagu e; it contradicts itself many 
times on key points; included in it are many figments of Mr. W at­
man’s fertile mind and not of the ‘Class Council’ ; it resolves the 
issue to personalities (this is unfortunate) ; and is so lengthy and 
rambling, that it is difficult to get through, if one gets through it, 
with any degree of retention of the original facts of the issue. It 
relies heavily on interpretations of supposed implications, calls us 
shallow, accuses us of faulty research or almost total ignorance of 
the real facts.
W e again, then, would like to restate our objection to the ‘Class 
Council’ as it now exists, (stressing again, that we do not disagree 
with the Council in idea or principle).
W e question the validity of so many fully equal members —  
T H IS  AS Y E T  IS N O T  C L E A R ; we question the lack of publicity 
of the ‘Council’ and wonder why the issue was not put before the 
students —  T H E  A N SW E R S TO  T H IS  Q U E R Y  A R E  U N R E A L ­
ISTIC  A N D  R E P E T IT IV E ; and we also feel that the Student 
Senate Constitutions Committee should be censured for its part in 
the first act of this three-act comedy.
There are apparently, friends, three reasons for the great equality 
o f all members —  they are not elastic and because of this, all argu­
ments have to be resolved to these three. Here they a re :
“ 1. Past class officers often, by way of experience, have more to 
offer to the class organizations than do present officers.” This is 
undoubtedly a keen observation —  however, it is elsewhere stated 
that the officers of the Freshman and Sophomore classes have little 
or no experience, the other two classes are overburdened, (with 
experience?) and there is “ insufficient time for the class officers 
to become acquainted with their problems” anyway! Good-oh!
“ 2. There is need for competent people to man the committees 
o f the Council which will add to the efficiency of all class activities 
(ex. Finance, Publicity, Membership, Program, etc.).”  This assumes 
that every class officer is competent, and grounded in at least one 
field “ ( Finance, Publicity, Membership, Program, etc.)” . However, 
there seems to be too many committees and too few people (thirty) 
and we hope they do not think they will draw from the student 
body because “ the classes are usually last on the list of activities 
for the average students.”  —  and we are all average! (Generality!)
“ 3. . . . H ow  many, no matter how valuable their experience may 
be, would show up to all meetings and serve on committees in re­
sponsible positions —  without a vote?” W e wonder if thirty people 
are needed at all meetings —  we also believe there are many people 
who would serve with no recompense other than feeling that they 
have done a job, well.
As for Publicity, and ignorance of fact, let us try this one on for 
size, dear hearts. It seems to us that the burden of proof of these 
accusations lie not upon The New Hampshire, but upon Mr. W at­
man himself. The constitution of the ‘Class Council’ was referred to 
the Constitutions Committee of the Senate for action last April. 
This Committee had a meeting in May to discuss it. After this 
initial meeting, the gang couldn’t seem to get together again to 
ratify or change the aforementioned constitution, —  dynamic 
leadership, dear hearts —  so the aforementioned constitution was 
deferred until jthis fall and most everyone thought it had gone for 
good —  colossal ignorance! The week after classes started, the 
first Student Senate meeting was held and mention was made that 
the Class Council Constitution was still in committee. So, to avert 
a miscarriage of due justice, the Constitutions Committee rallied 
to the fore and immediately following the meeting, they met to 
decide on the Constitution. A t that meeting, they passed the con­
stitution with recommendations and notified the right people of 
the ‘Council’ that they had done such. T w o weeks elapsed before 
another Senate meeting was held. During this time, dear hearts, 
no mention was made to anybody about the thing. W e cannot print 
what we do not know or do not have in black and white. And we 
do not see the reason for not publicizing, merely because the or­
ganization was not full-fledged.
W e feel that is was the duty of Mr. Watman and the ‘Council’ 
to inform the campus of their actions.
W e do not feel that the Constitutions Committee deliberated 
long enough, regardless of its “ array of discerning minds” .
N ow a- word of caution —  we hope that Mr. Watman in the 
future will let his whole committee decide on such grandiose schemes 
as “ enriching competition” by publishing biographies of candidates 
at election time and the encouragement “ to run for re-election.” 
Besides being an unethical statement, this decision is also unwise 
as it can soon turn ‘ Class Council’ into the farce that so many 
other elections become on this campus. This is not a popularity 
co n te s t  or is it?
W ell dear hearts, we hoped that we did not stand alone —  we are 
now sure that we don’t from other letters received, but we wish 
you would write more or talk about this with your senators. Next 
week, The New Hampshire will publish a ballot and hope to take 
some sort of a referendum vote, and we will, as your paper, stand 
by your judgement.
Letters To The Editor 
Critic
Dear Editor:
I feel that your criticism of the pro­
cedure with which the Class Officer 
Council was originated and finally es­
tablished is unjustified. In fact from 
the position which I have viewed the 
conception and realization of this or­
ganization, I cannot do otherwise than 
lay the responsibility for the criticisms, 
stated in your editorial, directly on the 
negligence of your paper. The failure 
of The New Hampshire to be the 
reporting and publicity agent for the 
student activities. The composition of 
last week’s paper once again, shows 
reason why the student body does not 
know what is happening in its Student 
Government. There was a Senate meet­
ing Monday, November third, at which 
time, a great deal more happened than 
just the passage of the bill unifying 
the class funds. T o the best of my eye­
sight I could not find one word in your 
paper concerning the bulk of the Sen­
ate kgenda.
The Committees, that are the back­
bone of this University’s Student 
Government are required to submit 
reports of their activities at various 
times during the year, to the Senate 
body. This was also the case with the 
proposal to establish a more effective 
class officer organization.
Last year, as Chairman of the Senate 
Elections Committee, I was asked by 
the president of last year’s sophomore 
class, Bill Patterson, if there wasn’t 
some possible way of helping the class 
officers to be active. I brought this 
problem to the Elections Committee 
and it was decided that we could act 
as the medium for improving the class 
officer structure. W e met with the class 
officers on three occasions last year, 
and on each, a report was made to the 
Senate of the Senate Executive Coun­
cil. I was a member of the Executive 
Council last year, and know that full 
knowledge of the Elections Commit­
tee’s activities was in the hands of the 
Senate President, John Root. In the 
period during preliminary meetings, 
(That is up until the organizational 
meeting of the Class Officer Council.) 
I was never approached by anyone de­
siring information for The New Hamp­
shire”. The report of the Elections 
Committee to the Senate and a subse­
quent brief re-hash of that report in 
(continued on page 5)
Public Relations
To the editor:
In an effort to make students better 
informed on campus affairs, the Public 
Relations Committee of the Student 
Senate at a meeting Thursday night 
decided to define' and reorganize its’ 
activities.
Our first step was to define the 
duties of the committee. The Public 
Relations Committee should act as a 
co-ordinating body of all publicity ac­
tivities connected with Senate and with 
its’ committees both special and stand­
ing. In order to do this co-ordinating, 
we decided that a member of our com­
mittee should work with the Vice-Pres­
ident of Senate to check on events 
taking place concerning Senate. This 
would assure that each committee 
would produce publicity connected 
with its endeavors.
The second step to reorganize con­
cerns the means of publicizing. W e 
would advocate that a member of our 
committee act as a liaison between the 
Senate and The New Hampshire to 
make sure that the newspaper is kept 
well informed on Senate events. W e 
would do this by explaining committee 
functions in a series of bi-weekly 
articles. In addition, new articles fea­
turing the products of the committees 
would appear.
With these two steps toward reor­
ganization, we feel that Senators and 
students alike could not plead lack of 
information as a means of escaping 
responsibility. There could be no rea­
son for editorials such as the one 
found in the Nov. 6 issue of The New 
Hampshire.
Public Relations Comm, 
of the Student Senate
Looking Around
Waiting Around
B y  D ic k  Shea
While waiting for inspiration last Sun­
day night (6:30-7) I innocently wandered 
upstairs in the Memorial Union Building 
and thought I’d grab a sandwich and cup 
of coffee.
Perhaps it was a case of naivete, or 
even a lack of memory, but I thought, 
on the way up the stairs, that the ven­
ture wouldn’t take more than fifteen 
minutes of my time.
I was wrong. There was a line there 
— a very long line. Mainly out of 
curiosity, I stood in that line, and the 
general consensus of opinion showed con­
siderable displeasure at having to wait 
thirty and forty minutes for a hot dog 
that wasn’t really.
Finally, groping my way to the coun­
ter, I was amused to see three employees 
working frantically to get the orders out. 
One grill man, one sandwich maker, and 
another who took more orders. The plot 
thickened and it became hilarious when, 
in five minutes, the sandwich maker left.
Now I could go on and tell of the 
mania in detail, but if you have ever 
tried to get anything on the sandwich- 
beverage side of the Memorial Union 
Cafeteria from five to seven on Sunday 
night, this would be superflous.
When a restaurant is opened, that takes 
money for its product, it is certainly un­
fair to the customer to make him wait 
twenty minutes for a cup of. coffee. The 
management must recognize by now that 
there is going to be a heavy rush at 
certain hours. Six people wouldn’t be 
adequate to handle this rush — let alone 
three!
So I constructively suggest that these 
things be planned for by getting a full- 
sized crew at these hours. I realize that 
student help is tough to get these days.
But places that pay sixty cents an 
hour wages aren’t easy to find, either. * * *
A natural cynic, I’m not impressed with 
very much that goes on around here (at 
least, I seldom admit it) but the recent 
Mayoralty campaign sort of made me 
take a blinking second look.
For a school reputed to have spirit 
anemia, the vitality and effort which went 
into Mayoralty was almost inspiring. The 
IFC and particularly Jack Northridge are 
to be highly commended for their excel­
lent organization of the campaign.
The men’s and women’s housing units 
which sponsored candidates receive the 
most credit of course, but more valuable 
than my individual opinion, is the very 
evident support received from the stu­
dent body.
When you’ve got a thing that is re­
ceived with such enthusiasm and spon­
taneity that students will miss lunch and 
cut classes (although the latter isn’t so 
extraordinary) to take part in the cam­
paign or simply to watch it, you’ve got 
something that deserves to stay.
The unquestionable final tribute came 
Friday night when New Hampshire Hall 
(Cap. 1500) was filled to capacity with 
a line a block long waiting when the 
doors were closed.
When was the last time that 50 per 
cent (at least) of the student body turned 
out for a student production?
Queen Bee
To the Editor:
Your last editorial entitled “ Class 
Council” represents what we believe to 
be a complete lack of understanding of 
the situation. Let us attempt to ex­
plain the situation as it has developed 
and as it now stands.
You imply, in your article, that Sen­
ate has had no supervision over the 
formulation of the Class Council^ yet, 
if you will take the time for intelligent 
research you will find the following in 
the minutes of the Senate meeting of 
Monday, February 17, 1958.
“ The main objective of the 
committee this year is to look 
into the Class Officer problem 
and to give some continuity 
and purpose to the Offices.
A  meeting of all class officers 
was held at which time a sub­
committee of three officers was 
chosen to draw up a draft of 
a constitution for a proposed 
Class Officer Cabinet. It is felt 
that this type of organization, 
would be a great asset to the 
campus.”
This is the report of the Senate Elec­
tions Committee of 1957-58. This com­
mittee originally called all of last years 
(sic.) class officers together to discuss 
the problems revolving around the 
Class Organizations. These officers 
unanimously voted acceptance of the 
proposed Class Council Constitution.
W hy did they .form this organiza­
tion? Some of the major reasons can 
be cited as follows:
1. Freshman and Sophomore Class 
officers not only have little to do but 
also lack the experience to delve into 
new areas effectively.
2. The upper-class organizations are 
faced with overburdening activities: 
remember, there are only four class 
officers to originate, coordinate and or­
ganize their activities.
3. All classes are greeted with tre­
mendous campus apathy to their 
events.
4. There has been no media of coor­
dination between the four classes.
5. There is insufficient time for the 
class officers to become acquainted 
with their problems and to accomplish 
anything concrete in solving them.
6. There is an inability to attract 
sufficient students to serve on commit­
tees for class events —  the classes are 
usually last on the list of activities for 
the average student.
7. There is no way present to effect­
ively and efficiently make use of past 
experience.
8. There are no files kept.
9. The financial situation is poor.
a. Junior Prom (Since 1948, only 
one class has made money ($18.00) 
while the rest have lost between 
$200.00 and $600.00.
b. Freshman —  Sophomore Hop 
has lost money (approximately 
$170 each year).
10. The Classes have been unable to 
enter into any other worthwhile areas 
(ex. Alumni relations).
11. Class officers have been unable to 
develope any real sense of class spirit.
12. Class officers have been respon­
sible to no one except the A. S. O. 
Board, and then only in regard to fi­
nancial matters.
Because of these and other reasons 
some sort of organization was felt to 
be not only desirable but necessary. 
Taking their clue from the failure of 
the “ Executive Committee of the 
Classes” (which had been organized 
and failed ini 1952) last year’s class 
officers attempted to formulate an or­
ganization that would be a lasting and 
efficient means of serving their fellow 
students. Such is the initial history of 
the Class Council. W e do not feel that 
this method of organization should be 
apologized for. Where Mr. Editor is 
the great Faculty influence that you 
seem to see? The responsibility for 
action was with the Class 'officers and 
it was they who took the initiative and 
came up with this plan.
The proposed constitution was then 
submitted to the Senate Constitutions 
Committee and a hearing was then 
held. Present at this hearing, represent­
ing the Class Council were Roger 
Thomas, Hank Drabik, Charles Bart­
lett and Thomas Watman. After 
months had elapsed, the Constitutions 
Committee unanimously approved the 
Constitution on October 6, 1958. On 
October 29, 1958, approval was receiv­
ed from Dean of Students, Everett B. 
Sackett. On October 23, 1958, the or­
ganizational meeting of the Class 
Council was held.
Up to this time it would have been 
useless for the class officers to attempt 
to publicize this organization, for until 
this time it did not legally exist and 
no offical framework existed, within 
which publicity could be given. H ow ­
ever, if the editor will consult his files 
he will find that in the column “ From 
the Observation Post” of the "ditiofi 
of March 6, 1958, a report is made of 
the Class Council. Since our organiza­
tional meeting the Class Council has 
submitted two reports of meetings, 
only one of which was printed (oerham 
this last week the New Hampshire did 
not feel that the Council’s point of 
view was important enough for public­
ation).
The paper cites the Class Council 
meeting of October 29, 1958, and cites 
(continued on page 5)
CURRENT CINEMA
By RON LAWTON
Cuddle up around the campfire again 
movie-lovers and I ’ll tell you some 
propaganda about the moving picture 
industry in Durham this week. I wasn’t 
with you last week (I tell you that so 
you will be glad to see me back). But 
now I want to know about you? What 
movies did you see last week? I didn’t 
mean to get personal. Thursday and 
Friday you will get a chance to see 
Imitation General if you plan now. 
Glenn Ford, Red Buttons and Taina 
Elg have seen it, and they loved it. 
This is an army farce, and Ford as­
sumes a higher rank (General, like the 
title says) during a military mix-up 
and gets himself into all kinds of Phil- 
Silvers-type trouble. The story is far­
fetched of course (they aren’t trying 
to fool you, they know how smart col­
lege kids are). Taina Elg adds “a touch 
of sex” , so the poop sheet says; just 
the name makes one think. It is in 
black and white for reasons of dramatic 
emphasis as we say of all black and 
white films. The photography is excel­
lent. I am broke. I am going to see it. 
It must be good. Onward.
On Saturday it seems that flics in­
tend to compete with television. There 
will be in store for you: “ Darby’s Ran­
gers” . How do you like them apples? 
James Garner’s the boy to watch in this 
one. The story is about the exploits 
of a commando-type unit of American 
Rangers during W W II. Garner is the 
guy you’ve seen in Maverick. This flic 
is a combination of combat action, war­
time romances, tragedy, and broad 
comedy. The others in this are general­
ly unknown, in fact no one can seem 
to find out who they are, but they did 
a swell job. There are at least four sub­
plots going every which way. And that 
should beat television, because there 
is plenty of time (120 minutes) and 
no commercials. Actually this isn’t a 
western, it’s a military story. Garner 
is told from the pentagon to organize 
the Rangers, and all are shipped to 
Scotland to train. From there they 
fight as Commandos in North Africa. 
It is different. So are our grinders.
Sunday and Monday. Here is some­
thing really different —  a war picture. 
It’s called a Time To Love and a Time 
to Die. It’s a great picture with John 
Gavin (who looks like he could be 
Rock Hudson’s brother), and Lilo 
Pulver (who looks like acting can be 
fun). This is a powerful world war 
two story (I sometimes wonder what 
movies« would have done without W W  
II), as experienced by the German peo­
ple. In this picture you can see what 
it would be like to have the town and 
countryside demolished by bombs and 
also what it would be like to try to 
find the people you love. It’s terribly 
realistic. In the middle of all this death 
is a kindling love that tries to endure 
the war. I think that this film has 
something to teach us and it is cer­
tainly the best serious film of the week.
Tuesday and Wednesday: Tale of 
Two Cities with Dirk Bogorde, Doro­
thy Tutin and Cecil Parker. This is the 
British remake of Charles Dicken’s 
novel, and the set is the time of the 
French Revolution. It is rather mourn­
ful, and cheerless, but it is a classic 
and the appeal comes from it’s com­
plexity which the run-of-the-mill mo- 
vie-goers will find rather strenuous or 
difficult to understand. Another compli­
cating factor is the victorian dialogue, 
being spoken by players with British 
accents. You should know by now the 
plot, so I won’t go into that. MGM 
made a version of this in 1935 and it 
has been put through the T V  circuits 
during the past year. This will prob­
ably make the British version easier 
to understand now. It is 117 minutes 
long, and so is the rest of the night so 
I bid ye fair thee well.
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Queen Bee . . .
(continued from page 4)
that because o f statements bv Mr. 
W olf and Mr. Watman the Council 
waived the rules to include the motion 
giving an equal vote to all past and 
present class officers. This statement 
is far from the facts. According to the 
Class Council Constitution it approved 
all past and present class officers do 
have equal votes. This is the system 
the Council is now operating, on. Be­
cause o f the controversy centering 
about this provision an amendment to 
the Constitution was brought up —  
to specifically include this provision. 
After considerable discussion it was 
moved that the rules be suspended and 
a vote be taken on this amendment 
immediately (normally the motion 
would have had to wait until the next 
meeting). The Council then passed the 
amendment with only two votes to the 
negative. No roll call vote was taken 
because none was asked for.
What are the reasons for all past 
officers having an equal vote? Some of 
the maior ones are as follows:
1. Past class officers often, by way 
of experience, have more to offer to 
the class organizations than do pres­
ent officers.
2. There is a need for competent peo­
ple to man the committees of the 
Council, which will add to the efficiency 
o f all class activities (ex. Finance, Pub­
licity, Membership, Program, etc.).
3. The set-up of the Council neces­
sitates the presence of past class offi­
cers if its aims are to be fulfilled. (H ow  
many, no matter how valuable their 
experience may be, would show up to 
all meetings and serve on committees 
in responsible positions —  without a 
vote?)
4. There are insurances against those
not interested or capable of staying in 
the Council. (Three unexcused absences 
means automatic dismissal from the 
Council. If an officer was uninterested and 
feared work do you honestly believe he 
would attend all these meetings?)
5. Once this plan has been in oper­
ation the students will know that their 
choices are really important and will 
perhaps be better equipped to make in­
telligent choices. Competition will also 
be enhanced. The Council also hopes to 
publish a biography of each candidate 
at election time so that the students can 
be beter able to make intelligent choices. 
All class officers will also be encouraged 
to run for relection.
The editor states that the President 
of the Council is in reality the President 
of all the classes. This is false. He is 
merely the presiding officer, he does not 
even have any power over appointments 
to committees, for all committees are 
appointed with the approval of the Chair­
man and the whole Council. Where do 
you see such immense power, Mr. Edi­
tor? We would suggest that your re­
search has been faulty. Criticism, such 
as yours, is indeed shallow if it only 
creates a vacuum and brings nothing 
to replace it.
This Clags Council organization is a 
result of the efforts of the past and 
present class officers. It is intended to 
serve the classes as efficiently as possi­
ble. Your past and present leaders see 
the _ need for this organization. They 
realize the difficulties the classes have 
faced. It is hoped that all students will 
realize the benefits to be derived from 
this organization and will give it the 
opportunity to prove its worth. W e hope 
that the students will allow this organ­
ization to prove its value by permitting 
it to operate for awhile before they 
make their final judgments. Only time 
(continued on page 8)
An Offer
W ould you like to do something wonderful for someone? Marie 
B. Foster is a shut-in, she has been paralized for years and is un­
able to walk.
W e are having a world-wide birthday card shower for her. Her 
birthday is Novem ber 18th. W e want to make this the nicest birth­
day she has ever had, and maybe it will give her the courage she 
needs to continue living.
W e would like you to be a helper in your city. A ll you have to 
do is to see your fellow  citizens send her birthday cards. If you 
are in school try to make it a school project, if you work ask your 
co-workers, have your friends and family help. Just think what it 
would mean to you if you were in Marie’s condition.
People all over the world are helping, many movie stars are g iv ­
ing their time, and efforts, w on ’t you ! W e are counting on you. 
Start right away, for this worthy cause. Remember, the reward of 
a thing well done is to know you helped do it.
Send all cards t o :
Miss Marie B. Foster 
42 Factory Street 
Skowhegan, Maine
BUCKY’S Home of Good Food
The Place to Enjoy GRANT’S
Good Company
COFFEE SHOP
1 SCHOOL ST. DOVER, N. H.
Of Mice and Cats
By Art Podaras
In a big house lived a big fat cat 
named Slob. His name was Slob because 
he acted like one, i.e., his gait and de­
portment were often unbecoming a cat, 
One day he went out to the garden and 
caught a mouse. Since this was the first 
mouse that he had ever caught, his first 
exclamation was not altogether foreign. 
“By Desdemona! I’ve caught a mouse.” 
Immediately, the mouse, (in the face of 
imminent death), after crying, “ Great 
Mickey!” , began considering his mental 
attitude towards such danger. Quickly, 
the mouse regrouped his wits and laughed, 
causing the cat consternational curiosity.
“ Great Daws, mouse, why dost thou 
imitate a snickering fool? Realize you 
not of the death you must shortly sub­
mit to, after I have deceived you into 
thing you may possibly escape?”
“ My dear Mister Cat (the mouse 
knew proctocol well), I am laughing for 
two reasons. Prime: that crying in the 
face of death is foolish. Secundo: that 
by not attempting an escape (which was 
also foolish) I can deny you any of 
that enjoyment. Ha. Ha.”
“Turn that laugh around Mister Mouse 
(Slob suffered from an inferiority sim­
plex) for you misunderstand. I am not 
supposed to enjoy this. On the contrary, 
it is your persistency in attempting an 
escape which ultimately aggravates me 
to the point of destroying you.”
Quoth the mouse: “then I won’t  at­
tempt. And there I have you, for what 
are you going to do now? Eat me like 
one of those cannibal cats? Go on, but 
remember your civilized conscience.” 
The retort was stupefying, moreso be-1 
cause the idea never occurred to Slob 
that “ if one does not pay attention to the 
voice of conscience it would soon leave 
off speaking.”
What should Slob do? He was too 
steeped in the tradition of “ Catch mouse, 
must _ kill” , and he realized that any 
violation of it would undeniably effect 
an injured conscience.
“ Reconsider, sir. One attempt will 
suffice, and I promise you a swift death.” 
“No.”
“ Please.”
“ No. And that, sir, is that.” He paused. 
“ If you think that I am going to be an 
accessory before, during, and after the 
fact, then you are inconsiderate of my in­
dividuality.”
“Just once, sir. I beg of you.” 
“Nope.”
“What do you propose?”
“ Set me free.”
“Never. Outrageous! Are you not 
aware of our tradition? Why, if I al­
lowed you your freedom, I would be set­
ting a precedent, and who am I to do 
so?”
“ Come, come. You sound like a con­
formist. Did it ever occur to you that 
a cat, like yourself, who is responsible 
for your so-called tradition, did himself 
set a precedent, whence the establishment 
of this, your heritage? Look at this ra­
lly, Mr. Cat — so what if you do 
set me free, so what?”
“But . . .”
“Years ago when cats were roaming
Carberry Shoe Store
A good place to buy shoes for the entire 
family for every occasion
UPPER SQUARE, DOVER 
W e Give S&H Stamps
T h e  sm ash hit 
is A rro w ,  
four to one
That’s how Arrow dress shirts rate 
with college men, coast to coast. 
One big reason is their exclusive 
Mitoga®-tailoring.
These shirts give plenty of room 
for action yet fit trimly because 
they taper to follow body contours 
from collar to cuff to waist.
And Arrow gives the widest 
choice of styles anywhere. $5.00 
up. Cluett, Peabody & Co., Inc.
A R R O W 1
f irs t  in fash ion
Z ) lie  C o l l e g , e  S h o p
P. O. Block Durham, N. H.
Critic . . .
(continued from page 4)
the responsibility of the Elections 
The New Hampshire was the only 
information that seemed important 
enough for The New Hampshire to re­
port.
If you as editor of The New Hamp­
shire are so concerned about the fact 
that the ‘rights” of the students are or 
were being infringed, why didn’t you 
get informed and in turn inform? If 
you felt that a popular referendum was 
or is necessary regarding the Council 
why were not the facts found out and 
presented to the students so that such 
voting would be intelligent? It is not
in the killing of a mouse which is his­
torically a part of such a conquest, name­
ly, the play element. In those days a 
mouse was executed anon. As things stand 
today — well, you eat enough •— right? 
— _ and are kept warm, and all in all, 
satiated.
“Now, it it’s for pure pleasure that
you. . .”
“No. No. A  cat has some sense of 
honor, at least in this country; albeit, 
I have heard some dismaying reports 
about the Siamese cats. A  bad lot, I 
conjecture.”
(CO N TINU ED  N E X T  W E E K )
Committee to do other than report its 
activities to the representaives of the 
student body in the Student Senate and 
in so doing, presumably a reporter 
from The New Hampshire. I was 
truly indignant over the lack of interest, 
concern, and publicity for the efforts 
my Committee was making in behalf 
of the class officers. I fully realized the 
unprecedented nature of a Class Officer 
Organization, however, very few others 
outside of the Committee and the O f­
ficers registered any interest.
I hope that you will refrain from 
implying that this Class Officer Council 
was accomplished as the result of fa­
culty or administration interference. 
The normal course of procedure when 
establishing a new organization is to 
discover in what realms it will be most 
effective. W e consulted people in the 
administration and faculty who could 
give us an expanded view-point on the 
practicality of such an organization. 
They saw in the idea sufficient merit 
to contribute valuable advise and need­
ed guidance.
The time is long overdue for The 
New Hampshire to become the voice 
and informant of the students. It is 
time for you to be there when it hap­
pens as it happens instead of being “ Ex 
Post Facto” in your reporting.
David C. Hoeh
On Campus withMaxShuJman
{B y the Author of "R a lly  Round the Flag, Boys! "and, 
“Barefoot Boy with Cheek” )
ANYONE FOR FOOTBALL?
When Pancho Sigafoos, sophomore, pale and sensitive, first saw 
Willa Ludowic, freshman, lithe as a hazel wand and rosy as the 
dawn, he hemmed not; neither did he haw. “ I adore you,”  he 
said without preliminary.
“ Thanks, hey,”  said Willa, flinging her apron over her face 
modestly. “ What position do you play?”
“ Position?”  said Pancho, looking at her askance. (The 
askance is a ligament just behind the ear.)
“ On the football team,”  said Willa.
“ Football!”  sneered Pancho, his young lip curling. “ Football 
is violence, and violence is the death of the mind. I am not a 
footoall player. I am a poet!”
“ So long, buster,”  said Willa.
“ W ait!”  cried Pancho, clutching her damask forearm.
She placed a foot on his pelvis and wrenched herself free. 
“ I only go with football players,”  she said, and walked, shimmer­
ing, into the gathering dusk.
w b v :  -
iGfi' •'
Pancho went to his room and lit a cigarette and pondered his 
dread dilemma. What kind of cigarette did Pancho light? Why, 
Philip Morris, of corris!
Philip Morris is always welcome, but never more than when 
you are sore beset. When a fellow needs a friend, when the heart 
is dull and the blood runs like sorghum, then, then above all, 
is the time for the mildness, the serenity, that only Philip Morris 
can supply.
Pancho Sigafoos, his broken psyche welded, his fevered brow 
cooled, his synapses restored, after smoking a fine Philip Morris, 
came to a decision. Though he was a bit small for football (an 
even four feet) and somewhat overweight (427 pounds), he tried 
out for the team—and tried out with such grit and gumption 
that he made it.
Pancho’s college opened the season against the Manhattan 
School of Mines, always a mettlesome foe, but strengthened 
this year by four exchange students from Gibraltar who had been 
suckled by she-apes. By the middle of the second quarter the 
Miners had wrought such havoc upon Pancho’s team that there 
was nobody left on the bench but Pancho. And when the 
quarterback was sent to the infirmary with his head driven 
straight down into his esophagus, the coach had no choice but 
to put Pancho in.
Pancho’s teammates were not conspicuously cheered as the 
little fellow took his place in the huddle.
“ Gentleman,”  said Pancho, “ some of you may regard poetry 
as sissy stuff, but now in our most trying hour, let us hark to 
these words from Paradise Lost: ‘All is not lost; the uncon­
querable will and study of revenge, immortal hate, and courage 
never to submit or yield!’ ”
So stirred was Pancho’s team by this fiery exhortation that 
they threw themselves into the fray with utter abandon. As 
a consequence, the entire squad was hospitalized before the half. 
The college was forced to drop football. Willa Ludowic, not 
having any football players to choose from, took up with Pancho 
and soon discovered the beauty of his soul. Today they are seen 
everywhere—dancing, holding hands, nuzzling, smoking.
Smoking what? Philip Morris, of corris! © 1958 M ax Shulm an
And for you filter fanciers, the makers o f Philip Morris give 
you a lot to like in the sensational Marlboro— filter, flavor, 
pack or box. Marlboro joins Philip Morris in bringing you  
this column throughout the school year.
I
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Wildcats Airborne
BY A L  VIN CEN T
Wildcats Win Second 43-20
Scenes From The Sidelines
Sam Paul pitches to Fred Dennen. (Photo by Purdy)
The W ildcats won their second game of the season last Satur­
day as they drubbed the Springfield Maroons 43-20. A fter the UConn 
tragedy this was something to cheer about. Even though the W ild ­
cats gave a real good account of themselves there was still room 
for improvement. For one thing the tackling could still be improved. 
There were .several instances where the Springfield backs gained 
good yardage simply because the boys are hitting with their should­
ers. The team as a whole gave a real good show this week.
One of the outstanding features of the game was the passing. 
New Hampshire who was thought to be a passing club at the be­
ginning of the season had done very little successful passing, until 
Saturday. Against the Maroons the W ildcats took to the air and 
because of this found themselves on the long end of the score. The 
combination of Pete Stewart, last year’s number one pass catcher, 
and Bob Trouville proved to be very dangerous. W ith both of these 
boys downfield it gave the Springfield defense more to concentrate 
on, and therefore made the W ildcat offense doubly dangerous. A long 
with this was some very timely running by Donnelly, Trouville, 
Carignan, and Ruskiewicz. The line can not be forgotten either as 
they played a good ball game. It would be hard to name the out­
standing linemen, simply because they all made their presences felt.
Another outstanding feature was the rugged play by the W ild ­
cats. They began to look like some of the old clubs that used to 
perform at Cowell Stadium. Especially noticeable was the hard run­
ning by the backs. W hen they came at the line they looked as if 
they really meant it. This is one thing that has been sadly lacking 
over the past season.
Next week, however, will be the test as to just how far the 
team has come this season. The Springfield team was probably one 
of the weaker opponents we have faced this year. They have been 
a hot and cold team all season. It could be that Saturday was just 
an off day for the Maroons. W hen we journey down to the Bay 
State next week and play Massachusetts we will be back in our 
conference. If we can take the boys from UMass, then the season 
will not be so disastrous. A  victory Saturday will bring us out of 
the Yankee Conference cellar which we have had a great fond­
ness for in the past two years.
A  note to one of New Hampshires backs; if you are going to 
play the game of football then you should play it all the way. This 
means both on and off the field. Part of playing the game is to 
stay in the best condition possible. This I feel is very important 
as it will benefit both you and the team. The excuse, “ I don’t play 
very much,” is one that I can’t quite buy. Maybe if you laid off 
the Friday night “ booze”  you would play.
Wildcat Attack Too 
Much For Maroons
By Dave Tompkins
The U N H  Wildcats, paced by Sam 
Paul’s passing- and quarterbacking, and 
a superb all-around team effort struck
early and hard, to go on to a 43-20 
victory over Springfield at Cowell Sta­
dium last Saturday.
The ’ Cats needed only five plays to 
rack up their first six points, and in so 
doing, launched an attack that left the 
Maroons virtually defenseless. Taking 
over on the Springfield 48, they picked 
up three straight downs, and moved 
the ball to the 11, where Bob Trouville
exploded for the TD . Paul pitched to 
W hitey Frasier and the ’Cats had an 
8-0 lead.
On Springfield’s next series of 
plays, Ray Donnelly pounced on a 
loose ball, and four plays later, Paul 
hit Danny Ruskiewicz with a pass, 
good for 33 yards, and another W ild­
cat touchdown. Paul took to the air 
again, and found Donnelly in the end 
zone for two more points. Both teams 
went scoreless for the remainder of the 
first period, and the entire second, so 
the Durhamites took a 16-0 lead into 
the lockerrooms at half time.
Lindquist Blocks Punt
The third score was brought about 
by some very alert line play. Spring­
field quarterback Bob Ford had a quick 
kick attempt blocked by Paul Lind­
quist, and the big tackle fell on the 
ball in the end zone. Paul’s pass to 
Frasier was good and the score was 
22 - 0 .
Johnny Robes picked off a Maroon 
aerial at tne visitors 45, and on the 
first play from scrimmage, Sophomore' 
fullback Paul Carignan, broke away, 
and went the entire distance for the 
TD. Bob Pascucci converted and the 
’ Cats had their largest lead, 31-01.
The Maroons finally got rolling, and 
began their first sustained drive o f the 
afternoon. Before the third quarter had
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ended they had marched from their 
own 38, to the U N H  15. On the fourth 
play of the last frame, George Redman 
drove over from the two. Ford hit 
Durant with a(pass for the two pointer.
Maroons Fight Back
After stopping a Wildcat drive at 
their own 30, they fought back for an­
other tally, with Redman again going 
over, this time from the one. The pass 
failed, and the score read 31-14.
On Springfield’s kickoff, an onside 
attempt failed, and the Blue team went 
48 yards in seven plays, with Paul go ­
ing over on the keep from the one.
Skip Sutherland then turned the 
most spectacular run of the day, when 
he took the kickoff on his own 28, and 
tore through everyone while going 72 
yards for the TD .
The final Wildcat score was engin­
eered by reserve quarterback Paul 
Kotseos. Once again Paul Carignan 
displayed some terrific carrying as he 
drove 40 yards to the Maroon 4, and 
on the next play, cracked through for 
the remaining distance to make it 43- 
20 for the ’Cats. #
The win over the Gymnasts, was the 
first in this rivalry for the ’Cats, since 
1954. Paul’s passing was devestating 
all afternoon and the Seniors playing 
their last home game, made it a memo­
rable one. Bob Trouville and Ray D on­
nelly turned in great performances, 
running hard on offense, and hitting 
likewise on defense Each had a recov­
ered fumble to their credit. Bob Pas­
cucci and Rollie Gentes made yeoman 
contributions with the heavy work in 
the line. Pete Stewart was a thorn in
the Maroons’ side-not only with his 
pass snatching, but with the footwork 
he was doing after the receptions.
Next Saturday, the Wildcats travel 
to UMass for their final game of the 
season. The Redmen have blown hot 
and cold this season, but the ’ Cats 
should definitely bring home this cur­
tain closer.
U N H  16 0 15 12— 43
Springfield 0 0 0 20—20
Scoring:
U N H — Trouville, 11 yd. run. Frasier 
(pass from Paul)
U N H — Ruskiewicz, 33 yd. pass from 
Paul. (Donnelly from Paul)
U N H — Lindquist, blocked punt.
(Frasier from Paul)
U N H — Carignan, 45 yd. run. (Pas­
cucci, place kick)
Spr.— Redman, 2 yd. run, (Durant 
from Ford)
Spr.— Redman, 1 yd. run. (pass fail­
ed)
U N H — Paul, 1 yd. run. (kick failed) 
Spr.— Sutherland, 72 yd. return, 
(pass failed)
U N H — Carignan, 4 yd. run. (run 
failed)
N. H. Freshmen Lose 28-0  
To The Dartmouth Frosh 11
The Dartmouth Freshmen, led by 
Tom  Cranna defeated the Wildkittens 
at Lewis Field by a score o f 28-0.
The Green Frosh made the first 
touchdown. Carl Fuddle smashed over 
from the two, three plays later.
Cranna also took command in the 
second half.
> The Wildkittens threatened several 
times on the running of Charlie Beach 
of Rochester, Roger Dion of Lebanon 
and Dick Mezquita.
Tony's Bicycle Shop
Bicycles Built For Two For Hire 
Skates Sharpened, Parts and Accessories 
OLD LANDING ROAD 
Durham Tel. 284-W
KGDL ANSWER
Switch -Prom Mots 
to  Snow  Fnesh KGDL
Your New York Life 
agent on 
UNH Campus is 
LENNY DOBENS
N E W  Y O ftB C  L I F E
I n s u r a n c e C o m p a n y
• Life Insurance • Group Insurance 
• Accident & Sickness Insurance 
• Employee Pension Plans
Telephone 34
What a wonderful difference when you 
switch to Snow Fresh KOOL! At once 
your mouth feels clean and cool. . .  
your throat feels smoothed, refreshed?
A R E YOU KODL 
ENO UG H TO  






12. Native of 
second largest 
state






22. Said “ yes”




26. Period of time
27. Squabble





38. Type of light
39. Kind of wave
40. C h a r ’s 
language (abbr.)
41. See Kool 
backwards
43. King-Size 





47. Comme il — —
48. Units of 
reluctance
49. Squiggly letter
50. Ash, for 
instance
DOWN
1. Big men from 
ancient state




4. I sm ell------
 (2 words)
5. They make 
spectacles 
of them














28. Car “ jewelry”
29. Draw back





33. The Press is 
the Fourth









Switch -from fi0T§ 
-fo Snow Fresh
K G D L
Enjoy the most refreshing experience 
in smoking. Smoke KOOL . . . with 
mild, mild menthol. . .  for a cleaner, 
fresher taste all through the day!
KOOL GIVES YOU A C H O IC E -R E G U L A R ... 
O R ... K IN G -S IZ E  WITH FILTER!
©  1 9 5 8 , B row n & W illia m son  T ob a cco  Corp.
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Freshmen Rifles To 
Sound December 4
The following schedule of the freshman 
rifle matches has been approved by the 
University Athletic Council:
4 December Dover High at UNH
12 December Gloucester High at UNH
8 January Dover High at UNH
16 January at Gloucester High
21 January Dartmouth Freshman
(Postal)
23 January St. Paul’s at UNH




20 February at Phillips Exeter
27 February National Rifle Association 
National Freshman Championship 
(Postal) (Team and Individual)
The freshman team will also shoot in 
-the ROTC Rifle Matches which are all 
Postal and are fired during practice 
periods. In the Postal matches, the teams 
fire on their home range and send the 
targets to the sponsor. The Yankee Con­
ference targets will be sent here, and the 
National Rifle Association targets will be 
sent to the NRA in Washington, D.C.
At present there are thirty people 
trying out for the freshman team. The 
leading candidates at this time appear to 
be: Lewis Newsky, Durham; Albert 
Dodge, Wenham, Mass.; Andrew White, 
Newcastle, N.H.; John Anglin, Durham; 
Neil Arlin, Barrington, N.H.; Brandt 
Rosthohar, Mohawk, N .Y .; and Edward 
Ramsdell, Rye.
There is stiff competition from the rest 
o f the squad to determine the ten starters 
for the various matches. Many of the 
other candidates will be shooting in the 
matches.
With The N H O C
An important work trip to the 
Franconia cabin has been announced 
for Thanksgiving vacation. Members 
of the Outing Club plan to paint and 
stain the cabin during part of the va­
cation and spend the rest mountain 
climbing. Charlie Cate is in charge of 
transportation and can be contacted at 
the Outing Club office.
Students are advised to check their 
winter sports equipment during their 
Thanksgiving vacation. Second-hand 
skis, skates, boots and other objects 
can be sold and purchased at the Out­
ing Club Ski-Skate Exchange. New 
winter equipment is on sale at Jack 
Frost’s Ski Shop in Jackson.
Franconia Re-Visited 
Although one trip to Monadnock was 
canceled recently due to lack of inter­
est, there was a good turnout for the 
Franconia rock climbing trip, on the 
week-end before last. Saturday evening 
was spent in performing a variety of 
acrobatic stunts, while Sunday was de­
voted to exploring caves in the vicinity 
of Lost River, suspending rope bridges 
across a gorge and chimney climbing.
Our sailing group is regularly char­
tering a schooner for weekend trips 
and several members have been sailing 
•their own boats on Bow Lake.
Climbers Reach Snow 
Last week-end, two groups of OC 
members took a head start on winter 
climbing. The trip brought many of 
them in contact with snow on the 
heights of Mt. Washington. On the 
following day (Sunday), another dou­
ble expedition left the campus. This 
(continued on page 8)
Yankee Conference 
To Be Decided Sat.
Track And Field To 
Start November 18
As has been the case in the past three 
years the Yankee Conference champion­
ship will go down to the wire with the 
undefeated University of Connecticut 
Huskies facing the once-beaten Universi­
ty of Rhode Island Rams at Kingston on 
Saturday.
Last year, both teams went into the 
final game tied for first and battled to a 
scoreless tie and a co-championship. In 
1956, Connecticut won undisputed claim 
to the crown and in 1955 it was the 
Rhode Islanders who prevailed.
The UConns are in a much better posi­
tion to capture the crown as a victory 
or a tie will assure them of outright 
possession. For the Rams, they must 
register a victory to make it a three-way 
deadlock with once-defeated Maine join­
ing the two others.
Connecticut has swept by Mass., 28- 
14; Maine 21-6; and New Hampshire, 
34-0, while the Rams after losing to 
Maine 37-8, rebounded to drop New 
Hampshire, 20-13 and Massachusetts, 24- 
8.
A free scoring tilt is likely as both 
clubs have high speed offenses with the 
UConns averaging about 26 points per 
game to 2$ for the Rams, while their 
opponents have averaged approximately 
11. point per contest to 23 by Rhode Is­
land opponents. Overall, the UConns 
have won five and lost two while Rhode 
Island has won four while losing three.
While the Huskies and the Rams are 
battling at Kingston, New Hampshire 
and Massachusetts will meet at Amherst. 
Each is looking for its initial conference 
triumph.
W  T T Pts. 
Connecticut 3 0 0 6
Maine 3 1 0  6
Rhode Island 3 1 0  4
New Hampshire 0 3 0 0
Massachusetts 0 3 0 0
Vermont Does not qualify
All eligible male students who are 
interested in participating in track and 
field events are invited to attend a meet­
ing for the purpose of organizing var­
sity and freshman teams to represent 
the University in track for the coming 
season. This meeting is scheduled for 
4:30 p.m. Tuesday, Nov. 18 in room 2 
in the Field House.
The track team is hard hit by the 
graduation of John Rasmussen, Arnie 
Fowler, Bill Randell and Charlie Swan­
son, who between them scored more 
than half of the Wildcat points last 
year, and a rebuilding program requir­
ing a large number of new men is 
necessary if the Wildcats are to re­
main a factor in New England track 
circles.
_ Of all sports track and field can pro­
vide the fun and satisfaction for the 
greatest number because of the indivi­
dual and greatly varied nature of the 
events which make up its program. 
Large numbers are the means by which 
the group and individual best realizes 
its values. It cannot be over-emphasiz­
ed that you are the person invited re­
gardless of whether or not you have 
participated in the sport. Competition, 
this winter will be held in all of the 
usual spring track and field events ex­
cept the javelin throw.
So come up to the Field House next 
Tuesday at 4:40 p.m. and get all of 
the facts.
Bob Trouville away for gain. (Photo by Purdy)
ROBERT H. SWISHER, B.S.E.E., GROVE CITY COLLEGE, ’54, SAYS:
"I like my job. Here's why."
“I’m a radio transmission engineer for Bell Telephone 
Company of Pennsylvania. My work is interesting and 
full of variety, and I get all the responsibility I can 
handle. Have a look at today’s assignment, for example 
—and see for yourself.”
"8:30 a.m. I’m at my desk applying a new method for over­
coming interference on Pittsburgh’s mobile radio channels. It 
involves operating inactive channels on reduced power.”
"10:45 a.m. Before any modifications can be made, it’s impor­
tant that I check apparatus and wiring options. That’s what 
I’m doing here at the Remote Control Terminal equipment.”1
"1:30 p.m. After lunch, I take a company car out to the 
transmitter tower site. Here I check wiring and explain our 
plan to one of our mobile radio maintenance men.”
"3:15 p.m. I  review my proposed modifications of auxiliary 
control circuits with Supervisor Sid Graul. Now I’ll prepare 
work orders, and next week we’ll make operational tests.”
"Final phase. The operational test is made from an actual 
mobile radio unit. I’ll make test calls and monitor the chan­
nels from various points within the Pittsburgh area.”
“See what I mean? I really get to ‘carry the ball.’ 
Soon I’ll be taking a special course in advanced elec- 
trpnics at Bell Labs—a great opportunity. As I said 
—I like my job.”
Like Bob Swisher, you may find a bright engi­
neering future with the Bell Telephone Companies. 
Talk with the Bell interviewer when he visits your 
campus. And read the Bell Telephone booklet on 
file in your Placement Office.
BELL TELEPH ONE COMPANIES
DON'T SETTLE FOR ONE WITHOUT THE OTHER!
Change to l?M and get ’em both. Such an improved filter and more taste! Better 
taste than in any other cigarette. Yes, today’s L&M combines these two essentials 
of modern smoking enjoyment—less tars and more taste —in one great cigarette.
TH EY SAID IT C O U LD N ’T BE DONE!
They said that bu llfighting was stric tly  for
men, and a woman couldn’t do it. But pretty
Pat McCormick, while a student at Texas 
Western College, ignored the scoffers, and 
became the firs t American girl to win inter- •
national acclaim as a torea-Dora. :
UGGETT s
LIGHT INTO THAT LIVE MODERN FLAVOR!
© LIG G ETT & MYERS TOBACCO CO., 1958
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Pershing Rifles 
Notes . . .
Captain Joseph _ Isenstein _ has an­
nounced the following promotions:
To the rank of Sergeant First Class: 
Michael Kolosseus, Operations; and Ho­
ward Scott, Pledge Training.
To the Rank of Sergeant: James Fox, 
Rifle T ea m a n d  Joseph Manzi, Platoon 
Sergeant, First Platoon.
To the Rank of Corporal: Joseph Ca­
bana and William Henson, both in Fi­
nance and Supply; Robert Andrews, 
Squad Leader; Gene Sidore, Public In­
formation Office; Gerald Ouillette, Gui­
don Bearer; Steven Fitts and Stanton 
Fitts, Color Party;
Thirty-five riflemen and pledges from 
Companv H will take part in a Regimen­
tal Bivouac at Fort Devens starting Fri­
day night, Nov. 14. Two other companies 
from the Twelfth Regiment will also be 
represented.
The following men are representing 
Pershing Rifles on committees for the 
Military Arts Ball;
Publicity: Philip McKenzie, Stanley 
Kline, and Alan Dodge;
Queen: Charles Bartlett, Bruce Nourie 
and William Flint;
Decorations: Gerald Ouillette, William 
Cohen and Steven Breitbart;
Invitations: Paul Katz and Harold 
Berkely;
UNH Requisitions: Michael Koloss­
eus, Brandt Rostahar and Paul Silber 
berger;
Tickets: Joseph Manzi, Howard Hoff 
man and Charles Evans;
Refreshments: Robert Esposito, Lewis 
Newsky and Lee Gregorf;
Programming: Joseph Isenstein and 
Robert Blodgett.
The entire company will report to N.H. 
Hall on Thursday, Dec. 4, to work all 
night on the decorations.
Neander-tall . . .
(continued from page 1) 
show included: Sigma Beta’s Ceasar in 
“ Big Bad W orld” with Margo Jones 
singing a solo and Barbara McGinley 
dancing; A T O ’s Prince Violent who 
awarded prizes to outstanding knight; 
and SA E ’s Wade the Blade who per­
formed a live operation and his Flo­
rence Nightgown Gals who did a song 
and dance.
Phi Mu Delta’s skit gave all an op­
portunity to view primitive life and see 
what campus life would be like under 
the leadership of Neander-TalL Some 
of the representatives of cave life were 
H om o- Stan King, Sapien- Bill East­
man Dean, Alley- Oola- Oop- Charlie 
Bartlett, Dean Carry Clubs- Pat W il­
lard and Peking man- Bob Dusseault.
Saturday at the New Hampshire- 
Springfield game, Roger Duford ac­
cepted the trophy for Phi Mu Delta 
as the winner of Mayorality.
Meade . . .
(continued from page 1) 
aid to underdeveloped _ countries, she 
commented not only on its insignificance 
but also on its lack of understanding 
administration.
Often the men sent to primitive peoples 
to aid them do not associate with them, 
they live in little commuties of their own, 
live their own lives and look down upon 
those “inferior peoples” .
The situation as expressed by Mrs. 
Meade is the lack of knowledge. We must 
know whether a value is worth dying 
for, or even living for. It is paradoxical 
that often fighting for what you believe 
may destroy that in which you believe. 
New Ethic 
There is a purpose in life other than 
self. The human race needs something 
which will give it a universal value, it 
needs a new Ethic with no religious ideals 
involved, an ethic where poverty is a 
sin.
If a Human group is to survive it 
must have an aspiration. We the people 
of the West need a new picture in our 
minds to balance the picture in the minds 
of young communists for which they will 
live and die. We must have something 
for which we would live or die. This 
something is a better world.
We must examine our capacity for pro­
tection of the enemy against ourselves, 
in this way we will protect ourselves. 
We must place ourselves in other posi­
tions, we must be sensitive to the feel­
ings of others, we must realize that bio­
logically speaking there is no superior 
ethnic group; we the fortunate must 
understand: it is easier for the grown-up 
to stoop than the child to grow.
Committee Plans Mil Arts
The preparations for this years Mil 
Arts Ball are in full swing. Those on the 
committee are: Publicity, A1 Sawyer; 
Queen, Stan King; Orchestra, Bob 
Green; Invitations, Bill McGee; Requisi­
tions, Frank McGrail; Tickets, Jack 
Kopka; Refreshments, Dick Cashion; 
Programs, Terry Parmenter; Decora­
tions, Roger Smith.
The Ball, which will be held on De­
cember 4 from 9 p.m. to 2 a.m. will 
feature Bob Adams and his orchestra, who 
also played for us last year.
President Johnson Returns 
From National Conference
President Eldon Johnson returned Fri­
day from a conference of national edu­
cation leaders with the Secretary of 
Health, Education, and Welfare in Wash­
ington.
President Johnson attended the meet­
ing as chairman of the New England 
Board of Higher Education. The confer­
ence which dealt chiefly with current 
problems and issues of American educa­
tion with special reference to the Nation­
al Defense Education Act of 1958, was 
held in the office of secretary Arthur S. 
Flemming. It brought together “heads of 
national organizations related to the office 
of education through their interest in 
higher education” .
United States Commissioner of Edu­
cation L. G. Derthick, also attended the 
special Secretary’s Conference.
Going, Going, Gone
Pinned: Paddy Locke, Phi Mu to 
Bill Lundfest, SA E; Judy Mahoney, 
Alpha X i to John Ineson, SAE; Jan 
Greenwood, New Hall to Bruce Henry, 
Sigma Phi Epsilon, Lehigh; Joan 
Howland, Chi Omega to Joe Massidda, 
Theta Chi; Nancy Bere, Sawyer, to 
Eliot Bemis, ATO .
Married: Judy O ’Donnell, Sawyer to 
Bob Bettencourt, Kappa Sigma.
One man to another at dance: “ I 
have my eye on a strapless gown that 
can’t possibly survive another samba.”
Famous Philosopher . . .
(continued from page 1) 
significant that Dr. Di Santillana 
should have drawn a parallel between 
the trial of J. Robert Oppenheimer 
(1954) and that of Galileo. In one case, 
the verdict was reached on the basis of 
the flimsiest of evidence; in the second, 
on the basis of a forged document.
Mr. Di Santillana writes in “The 
Reporter” (Dec. 1957): “ In each case 
the scientist has certainly acted impru­
dently according to accepted standards, 
but could be brought to trial only on 
charges of retroactive guilt” . One of 
the major differences between the two 
cases seems to have been that “ Galileo 
ends up on his knees . . . Oppenheimer 
is on his knees at the start.”
Educated in Italy 
Giorgio Di Santillana was born in 
Rome (1902) and awarded his PhD in 
Physics (1925) at the University of 
Rome. Later, he was naturalized an 
American citizen and was visiting lec­
turer at Harvard (1937-39).
He has taught at the Massachusetts 
Institute of Technology since 1940, ex­
cept for a brief trip to Italy in 1954 
under a Fulbright grant. Dr. Di Santil- 
lana’s title at M IT  is “ Professor^ in 
History of Philosophy of Science” .
Tonight’s talk is being sponsored by 
the Graduate Science Society and 
Sigma Xi, the University’s honorary 
scientific society. The full members of 
Sigma Xi are all part of the faculty; 
some graduate students and undergrad­
uates are associate members.
Q ueen  Bee . . .
(continued from page 5) 
will tell whether the Class Council will 
succeed or fail — neither we, nor the 
New Hampshire, or (sic) you the stu­
dents will ever find out unless the Class 
Council is given the opportunity.
Signed,
Thomas Watman— Pres. Class Council 
Dorothy Wagner— Sec’y Class Council 
Jack Northridge— Treas. Class Council
With the NHOC . . .
(continued from page 7) 
time Mooselauke and Joe English in 
New Boston were the destinations.
Posters on the OC Bulletin Boards 
are announcing next weekend’s trip. 
Students who sign up and then do not 
take the trip will be required to pay 
the fee, since food and transportation 
will have been arranged. _
A  regular heeling session was held 
on November 3 for prospective Blue 
Circlers. Dean Eggert, President, 
spoke on the Club’s policies and con­
stitution.
“Get-Together” Planned 
Next Monday evening, heelers will 
have the opportunity to meet Blue Cir­
clers in an informal “ get-together” at 
7:30- p.m. This will take place in the 
OC office. Heelers are asked to bring 
their notebooks and pencils for the 
heeling session which will start at 8:00 
p.m.
First Aid Classes Given
The standard American Red Cross 
First Aid Course is bein' offered by 
the Club for those who wish to acquire 
or renew their standard certificate. 
Margo Jones is the instructor for the 
six-week course, and classes begin on 
Wednesday, November 12 in the OC 
office.
Owners of Advanced Red Cross 
First Aid Certificates are eligible to 
take an Instructors’ Course offered in 
Dover. The instructor is Ray Amiro, 
representative for the American Red 
Cross in the New England states. 
Classes begin either on November 17 
or on December 8. Peggy Hart (Saw­
yer) and Mrs. W ooster (W om en ’s 
Physical Education) can give nlore 
specific information to those interested.
drifting silently, unquestioningly along, 
content to remain Its in a collectivized 
machine, while allowing what C. Wright 
Mills call The Poiver Elite to decide 
our fate for us.
“ I would like to illustrate the current 
fear we harbor over our irrational com­
mitment again with a personal instance. 
Very recently I found myself in com­
plete disagreement with the current ad­
ministration over their Quemoy-Matsu 
policy because I could not see any hu­
mane justification behind the position 
taken. I was about to join the letter 
writing campaign to the State Depart­
ment, when I happened to hear one of 
the nation’s news commentators say that 
the letters from the public over this 
issue were part of a subversive plan 
hatched to force Mr. Dulles into an em­
barrassing reversal of himself. He then 
went on to say that he had information 
from a source within the State Depart­
ment that all the letters were going to 
be traced by the F.B.I. so that the so- 
called subversive conspiracy could be re­
vealed to the public. The situation caused 
me, and I imagine many others, to hesi­
tate. Mr. Dulles’ reversal of policy the 
next day spared me the anxiety I would 
have had, had I involved myself in a 
commitment at that time on the issue. 
This instance demonstrates how easily 
a threat to our security could make us 
the accomplices in the dangerous, irra­
tional game of chance.
O'Reilly Speaks . . .
(continued from page 3)
“My first encounter with the fear that 
has been enveloping our society for a 
long time occurred back in high school. 
I was taking a course, Problems in 
American Democracy, and had accepted 
freedom of speech to be all that freedom 
implied. The government at this time 
was endorsing a proposal for Universal 
Military Training. I was very much 
opposed to the idea and so wrote letters 
to various government officials. Among 
these was a letter to President Truman 
which suggested his over dependence on 
the military mind in decisions on ques­
tions that ultimately involved social 
structure more than military necessity. 
The letter shocked my parents so much 
that they forbade me to send it. They 
actually envisioned, in their concept of 
a free society, the government agents at 
the backdoor the day after the letter’s 
reception. I didn’t, and so sent it anyway 
and nothing happened. The national fear 
did grow worse, however, especially after 
it found a fear psychosis spokesman from 
the mid-west who exploited this mass 
uneasiness for himself. Even today after 
his delayed slaying we find ourselves
Study Plan . . .
(continued from page 1) 
Attending A Folkehojskole
The folkehojskole is the culminating 
experience of the program. It consists- 
of schools in the liberal arts curriculum, 
including mostly the humanities and social 
sciences. These schools with their common 
traditions in teaching, place emphasis on 
the historical approach as basic to an 
understanding of man, and to man’s 
understanding of contemporary life.
Some of the special interest fields which 
have been pursued by students in the past 
are: Art and Design, Adult Education 
Elementary and Secondary Education, 
Government, Physical Education, Agri­
culture, Home Economics and Religious 
Movements.
An evaluation session at the end of 
the year brings together all the Seminar 
members. Certificates of Completion are 
awarded to those who_ have completed 
the program satisfactorily.
Financial Aid Provided 
The fee for tuition, room, board and 
language materials is $980. However, 
scholarships and loans are available for 
those in definite financial need.
For the brochure containing more spe­
cific information and the application 
blanks, write: Scandinavian Seminar, 127 
East 73 Street, New York 21, New York. 
It is urged that you apply early in order 
to leave time to prepare for the year 
abroad. Priority consideration will be 
given to applications received before 
January 15, although the closing date is 
April 1st.
THEY SAID IT COULDN’T BE DONE -  BUT TODAYS L&M GIVES YOU
